Europeans' invitation to the United States to join in their wars in Europe and the Americans' decision, even if reluctantly, to join them in both occasions and leading their European allies to victory, made the twentieth century effectively the American Century and transformed America to a new kind of global imperial power—i.e., Empire by Invitation or Empire of Trust (see Lundestad). Even if China's economic and military power expanded to the extent of surpassing the power of the United States, passage of the hegemonic baton would be more disruptive than during the previous transition. If the ascension of the United States during the This book is filled with wit and wisdom and unfortunately eerie predictions of politics of today. Thompson’s searing wit, cutting writing style, and unapologetic, in-your-face way of calling out the villains of the Reagan years is without peer. It’s also a collection of contemporary accounts by a first-hand observer to the foundation of modern politics. It’s also a wickedly enjoyable read. Ten Days That Shook the World by John Reed. Jack Reed is the only American buried in the Red Square. In this book, he laboriously documents the Russian Revolution as it happens. It can bog down in places, however, how can we discount an author who not only chronicles history as it unfolds but is an active participant? Political participation — United States. Subject: Political parties — United States. Subject: Pressure groups — United States. Subject: Lobbying — United States. Subject: Political campaigns — United States. Call number: JK1764 .S36 2000. Other copies: Look for editions of this book at your library, or elsewhere. Help with reading books — Report a bad link — Suggest a new listing. Home — Search — New Listings — Authors — Titles — Subjects — Serials.